Preface / Science of Computer Programming 46 (2003) 195 -196 This is obtained by developing a translation from OBLOG (an object-oriented language) to LOTOS (a process-algebraic speciÿcation language) and subsequently using the CADP veriÿcation toolset. The approach is illustrated by means of a case-study, the steam-boiler system. The paper Mode-Automata: a new domain-speciÿc construct for the development of safe critical systems by Florence Maranichi and Yann RÃ emond concerns the formal support for the programming of reactive systems, and the deÿnition of programming constructs well-suited to the analysability of programs. In particular, it gives a motivation for and overview of mode-automata, their semantics and implementation. It presents a detailed case study, concerning the well-known production-cell simulator of FZI.
The paper E cient on-the-y model-checking for regular alternation-free mu-calculus by Radu Mateescu and Mihaela Sighireanu studies an e cient modelchecking algorithm for an extension of the alternation-free -calculus with regular expressions allowing to characterize traces on a language of actions.
In the paper A B model for ensuring soundness of a large subset of the Java Card virtual machine by Antoine Requet an approach to the speciÿcation, reÿnement and proof of a Javacard Byte Code veriÿer is described. The application is signiÿcant and the project demonstrates the use of the B formal method in a real life development project.
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